
St:ope of St-udy: 'fhe pl.tr"~se of this study is to present a mmiber of 
experi.'Uents that illustJ?at.e the basic coneept-s neeesaaey to the un
dersta"'.'.tding of any study in modern prr.1sics .• · In the seleotio.s"l of e::1:
pei·imui:.tts the 6,uiding criteria. las bean to select those that, l'~v.ld 
ilhistratti th:e i'lwJamerita1 eo11ceT1ts of moderr1 prwsies and still fit 
into the traditional plvsics course. if.iaterials used i..l'l the px•epara,
tion of this report in•ilttdc baoic texts In thll study of mod.er.n phyoie$ 
and ea.ta.logs fr'Ofil the :nm.jar scientific companies au,pp:cy-".m.g $Chools 
with a:ppuretns. Each 0£ ·the e,q,crfu'1e!rto is divided into tltt"ee geo
tiioos. The firat. section diucuases t!ie ~erimfmi, in gE:!.."lere,J.., the 
second section suggests. a.n e;r.pe:ri,"'!u1mt.ru. procedure, and. the thlro 
seet.ior.t .suggests soUl.'."coo 0£ ap1;a;rat'tlS for perfe~ the e.1:perimcnt. 

Finclings. and C!';nclusi®S: A &1rve,v .of tiid.tsti:l'lg high sch.ool. ph,,ysics texts 
i..".!flieates that the field 0£ mod.em ph;'ysics is reeei'IJ':ing attention., 
but at the p:l."esetxt t.i,me no adogµa:te eritm·ia las r~,n established 
fol:' ~erimental pr~entation il1 t'his growing .t'ield. A surve.1r of the 
~etirJg ca.ta.loges t.hat iurn .. i..sll. sehoola· with eJtp~itwan:tal apparatus 
al.so indicates that, while a limitJ3d quantity :of appa.ratus is ava11 ... 
able 1n this i'iela, mu.eh i$ to be doro..1-ad. the eost ot ~paratus 
in this ar:ea is hight bu,t in this atonri.c age it is neclessary £or the 
lligh school. studert to · hee:.ome ae~nted as early as possible With 
i:.he 11.11.derl,y-ing conccepts of. modern pby'sics. 
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The purpoae ot this report is te :present a number ot experiments 

that ill11Btrate the basic concepts necess&l"J' to the understanding ot 

8.Il1" study in mode~ pJv,sics. While the selection of experiments is 

always an arbitr&r7 decisim., it is felt that the ones that appear in 

this study are basic to the understanding ot modern ~ics. 

In the selection of experiments the guiding criteria has been to 

select those that would illustrate the fundamental concepts of modem 

pbJsies and still tit into the traclitioul physics course. The tra

di\ional cGUrse in physics must ot necessit.y be ~ selective in its 

presentation of experimental phenc:menon, as it is tul]J realized that 

time must be allotted tor the stuq of mechanics, sound, heat, light, 

magnetism, electricity., as well as modern ~sics. 

A. survey of existing high school physics texli.s indicates that the 

field of modern physics is receiving attention, but at the present t:lme 

no adequate criteria has been established tor experimental presentation 

in this growing field. A survey of the existing cataloges that .furnish 

schools with experiaental apparatus also indicates that, while a lim

ited quantity of apparatus is available in this field, much is to be 

desired. Therefore it is felt that this study tills an mating aeecl. 

Eacll of the experiments is divided into three sections. The first 

section discusses the experiment in general, the seccmd sectim suggests 
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an aperim.ental procecl'W•, anc:l the third secti• suggests aourees ot 

aPl)&r&t.us for performing the «x:perlmeat. 

The t:lrst section, the diacuesicm, attempts to give a basic un

cteratamHng of the experilllent to be pertGl'lled, a brief history oft.he 

first investigation in this partiC\\lar phenemenon, and in sc:me cases 

a brief diseussicn oft• experiment as first performed. 

The secOlld eectim ot the experblent,, the -,erimental procedure, 

suggests the aethod to he toll.owad in performing the experiment. It 

should be noted that specitie instructions are not giTeD. The experi.

aent is discusaeci in such a way that the procedure for performing it 

will be clear and can easiq be cluplicatecl. Where •thematics 1s re_
quired for the tull unclentanding of the phencmenon the necessar, equa

tiou are given.- the 4evel.oimeat of the formulas are workecl out or at 

least nggested. In all cases the tonmlaa used will be und.eratoocl an_. 
the stueat has covered the preoeeding topics in the traditioaal pJv'aia 

course. 

The t,hird section ot the experiment, experimental eqdpaent; suggests 

sources of apparatus to be usect. In ese eases suggestions are given 

tor maldng the equipaell'h or perhaps tor modif71ng existing eqld.pn.ent ter 

a particular use. lo attempt is made to suggest the use ot cheap or 

hcaemad.e apparatua except where sueh apparatu 1IOUl.d. lDe adequate to ob

tain the desired results. In most cases seurces ot apparatus mad.e eape

cial ]7 tor the experiment are included. 'flda is done because it 1s felt 

i;hat, the cost ot suehequipaent 1a neglig1l>le *• com.pare4 to the war 

all aenetit w tile etwtmt. 

It is alse hoped that this report will sene as a guide to present 

teachers ot plv'sics who are thinldng seriousq of introducing experimental 



phensena in this rapidly growing tieli. 



CB1P1'Jm· II 

EXPJmDEN'l I 

1!9 Diseussim. The first experiments to determine tile charge en 

t.he electron wre performed by Townsend in 1897 and_J. J. Thamp19on in 

1898. 'the aperiment as performed by them was to allow wat.er vapor to 

condense on ions which in turn produced a el.owl. They- then measured the 

charge carried by this cloud. To determine the electronic.charge it was 

necessary to asSUD1e that each droplet 1n the clOlld. bad condensed on it 

one ioa. The total. charges carried by "the droplets •s considered to be 

the electronic charge. 

The number of droplets in the cl.Guel •a determined by condensing 

and weighing the water. Thia weight was then divided. by the average 

weight ot a single droplet of water. Tl1e average wight ot the droplets 

waa clnermin«t by observing their average rate ot tall and aJ>Pl.11ng 

Stekea•s law tor fa1J1ng particles. The total charge carried b7 the 

cleud divided by' the number of water droplets in the cloud gives the 

charge per droplet, aact according to the previous assamptims, the charge 

en the electron. The valu.e obtained. in this way was 3 x w-10 esu of 

charge. 

The above approach was later improved b7 L .A.. Wilaon in 1903 no 
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devised the following procedure. The clouds were formed Ntween the 

plates ot a capacitor and the rate of tall ot the cloud observed. 1D the 

absence of any potential dUferea.ee between the capacitor plates. Then 

the rate of tall of the cloud wu obaerveli with the capacitor charged to 

high potential. !he calculations a.ml results of the experiment were 

sim:1Jar to those et T011118end and. Thm.pscn. Both the above proeedures 

suffered fNm the tact that the weight of the •ter droplet was not 

constant during the observed time ot tall and trail th.e inabillt," to deter

mine detiniteq th.e number et ims • the indiv.i.d.ual. droplet. 

2. l!P!£in!ental. PNceelure. The experiment as performed by 

MilJ :1 Jean utilized oil droplets since the higher surface tensicn greatq 

reduced the rate ot evaporation anci assured constant drop size through

out the experiment. Further, all measur•ents were made en aingle drop... 

lets. The apparatus to be used, see Figure 1., consists of a parallel 

plate condenser., a light source, a power auJ>Pl1'., and a measuring micro

scope. The cm.denser is normall1' enclosed. in a separate container to 

reduce the effects ot air currents. Small drops ot oil are sprqed into 

the box tram an atemizer. <me ot these drops of oil eventualq finds its 

to atomizer ""(-------. 

to micrescope 

to light souro 

r-_ 
1 - k 

( ) 
I 
I 

~l 

to power suppq 



' 
181' through the pi.nhol.e in the top plate A and is then observed through 

a measuring microscope. Illumination is provid.ed by a light source on 

one side. When the condenser is uncharged the forces acting on the drop 

are its wight 

mg - (4/'J) (11 r3pg), (1) 

the buoyant force et the air 

mo& • (4/3) (Jrr3po1), (2) 

and-a resisting force 

F • KT:, (3) 

due to the viscosity of the medium. which by experiment is lmown to be 

proportimal to the velocity ot the drop. In the above equations m 

represents the mass of the oil drop, g is the aceeleration due to gravity, 

r is the radius of the drop, pis the tensity of the oil drop, p0 is the 

density ot the displaced air, and m0 is the mass of the displaced air. 

The proportionality constant IC ia given by Stokes•s law as 

IC • 6Jrrn, (4) 
-

where n is the viscosity of air. The velocity v of the drep is deter-

mined b.T ohserving its passage between the cross hairs of tae measur

ing microscope. The equilibrium condition tor the taJ Jing drop is then 

represented by the equation 

(4/3)(Jrr3pg) - (4/3)(-.r'pc,S) - 611mv • o. (S) 

If now the plates of the emdenser are charged to a high potential 

ditterenee the oil droplet ay- 'be caused to remain suspended in GAe 
' . 

position. The equilibria condition is then represented by the equation 

r,q + C4/3)(nrlp~) • (4/3)(nr3pg), (6) 
- -· ~ . ~ ~. 

where q is the charge en the droplet and B is . t.he _electrostatic field 

intensit7 between t.he plates of the concl•s~. It is !low pessill>le te 
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many deteminations it was found that q could always be represented by 

q-= ne, (7) 

where n is an integer and e is the charge on the electron. The value et 

the eharge trom Millikan's work in 1917 is 

(S) 

ot charge. This same apparatus is capable of more precise determinations 

ot e it a dpamic experiment is used in place 0£ the static experiment 

suggested by equation ( 6). A description of the procedure and calcula

tions will be toud in most texts of modern physics. Particularq good 

descriptions are given by Semat (1958), and Hoag and Korff (1948). 

3. Jiel:perimental Eguipnent. The equipnent needed for this experi

ment consists of a condenser, light source, power suppq, voltmeter., 

and a measuring microscope. In its most convenient form the apparatus 

is available tr. w. M. Welch Scientific ComJ)UlJ' (1959) or the Central 

Scientific Comp&IV' (1958) at a cost of approximateq t:300.00. A cen

siderable saving ot mone;y can sometimes be made by- purchasing the caa

po11ents separat9l1'. For example, the eon.denser can be readiq manu

factured in &IV' high school shop equiped tE> do metal lff>rk and &n1" 30 to 

SO watt light source shielded so as not to shine in the worker•e e.,es is 

adequate. More detail.a on the dimensions and constraetion ot the parallel 

plate condenser tor this experiment may be found in a discussion by Hoag 

and Korff (1948). The voltmeter and power supply are available in kit 

torm trom several sources tor approximately $30.00 and ISO.OO respec

tiveJ.T. See tOD example the catalegs of D. o. Heath Co. (1969), Allied 

Badie Corporation (1960), or Latay-etw Radio Suppq (l.960). This leaves 

only the measuring microscope to J>Ur9hase and adequate instruments of this 
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tn,e are availali>le at appra:imate~- tso.oo. 

1. Diseussic. J • J. ThGmSen in his studies deallig with elee

trical discharges in gases was tae first to prove that cathode r&y'S 

consist- of electrified particles whose masses are acne tn thouaand times 

lighter than the ataa et hydrogen. These particles, knowa as electrons, 

are one et the tundaaental constituents of all atans. 

Since electrons are tunclamental eampcment.s conaon to all atoms the 

determination of the electrode charge and mass is Gt extr•e importance. 

These quantitities are fundamental to the study of ai.anie phenomen• and 

they appear in Jll8D1' t01"llmlas in atanic inTestigation. In 189'1 1hC11Son 

· •s able to determine the charge ot the eleetrea to its mass, symbolized 

b7 e/m. 

2. l!P!!?:!ental Procedure. !hcmson determined e/m tor -electrons b.Y 

aJ.low.iDg a narrow pencil of cathode ·rays to pass through electric and 

magnetic fields at right angles to each other. The arrangement to be 

usecl is shown in Figure 2. The eathocle ray tube~ as shewa in Figure 2, 

cmtalns a eireular cathede e and a qllndrical anode A, containing a 

circular hole along the axis of the cylinder. Two parallel plates ot 
. . 

length L., and separatect a distance 4, are plaeed behind the anot!e and the 

screen at the end· of· the tube is eeated. with zine sulfide. A high po

tential. souree •inta:ins a ga•· clisebarge between the cathode amit anode. 

The oireul.ar hole in the anode acts as a colltator and all0118 electratl8_,,

to proc;eed to the fluorescent screen S I with a uiform Tel.ocitJ' V 1 .... 
.. .~.::~ 

thq produce a bright spot at, o. 



A I s 

to power sovce 

·. 
When a difference ot potential V is maintained between the plates 

PP• 1 the e1ectrons will be deflected 'toward the positive plate by a 

toree F, given 1v 

F • (V/4)e • m, (9) 
' . 

where e is the charge ot the electron,• is its msa, and a is its 
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acceleration. The path ot the elect.rems will be parabolic between the 

pla\es since t.he electric fiel.d int.his region is uniform. Arter pass

ing through the plates the electrons will ccmtinue with uniform rec

tilinear motion until they strike the screen at 0' • 

If now a magnetic t:l.el.d H, produced b7 an electrcnagnet B at right 

angles to the electric field is established over the same distann L, 

such tnat its n.onh pole faoes the read.•, the electrons will experience 

an additimal force 

F1 • Rev, (19) 
. . 

where His the strength ot the mgnetic fiel.d·and vis the velooity ot 

the electren. The direction. of this force w.lll be downward and oppo

site to that o~ the electric force when P• is positive. 

The •gnetie field is then adjusted until the eleetron strikes the 



screen at O. This indicates that the electrie and magnetic tielus are 

suoh tha1; the forces th97 aert on the electron are equal and oppoeite. 

When this eecurs 

(V/d)e • Bev. (11) 

10 

Mow to obtain e/m it is necessary te ascertain the acceleration of 

the electron. This is done indireetq by measuring the amount. of de

tl.ect1on, 7, parallel to the electric field obtahed by 

7 • iat2, (12) 

and the "1me t cmring which the elect.ran was accelerated is given by 

t • L/v. (13) 

· It is now pc,ssible bJ' using equations (9) through (13) to obtain an 

mcpressien for e/mwhich becemes 

(14) 
~· ~ ..... 

It shoul.d be noted tha.t the deflection 718 proportional to the distance 

oo• en the screen S which is eaaiq measured. A consistent set ot units 

mu.st be used tor all quantities in the several equations. It e~ V~ and 

H are expressed in the • system and the remainder of the quantities ~ .· 

expressed in the cgs system then e/m w11l be expressed in EIID.1 et charge 

per gram. The present accepted value of e/a is 1. 7589 x u7 f!JIJID./ gram~ 

An excellent description of this experiment can be f0\D1Cl in Sanat 

(19S9) on pages 43 through 47 and in TGJ.ansq (1949) on pages 54 through 

S6. 

.3. Experimental Bguipnent. The apparatus te measure e/m ean be 

obtained in eempl.ete term tram w. L Welch Scientific cro. (l.961) for apprex

:lmatell' 1210.oe. The eentral Scient.itio eo. {1961) etters,··a di.ft~ 
·~ ~. 

design of the apparatus for apprmmateq ll.9s.oo. t,e,rbold (19S8) offers. 

an apparatus similar to that available from Weleh for appreximat~ #200.00. 
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It should be noted that each ot these is different in form frem the 

oripnal Tharuson tube; the result is more naabil1t7 of operation am 

a better teachiDg instrmneat. Ea.eh is acecapanied with a full set of 

instl'lletions tor the individual equipaent and each can be used to 

demonstrate other phencmena. such as the d.efiection ot charged part;ieles 

in a magnetic field or the principle ef operatien ot the •ss spectro

grapn. 

For the wrker with s•e free time to develop lal>orat017 experi

ments and equipunt there have been mmierous anicles in recent Jour

nals on the conversion ot rather inexpensive cathode ray tubes so that 

th97 can be ueed in the meanrEment of e/m tor electrODs. $ee tor ex

ample the artiele by Connell (1'49) 1n the Alleriean Joumal. of P)v'aies. 

EXPERIMENT III 

THE PHOTOELECTRIC EFFEe'l' 

1. Discussicm. The tea •,!:photoelectric" as used here refers to 
.-. .... 

the discharge of elecvons from DQC!ies when .UJ:,.mdmated by light of 

suitable wavelength. 

The discovery of phote-eleetrieit7 is attributed to Harts whe 1n 
. . 

l8S7 observed that when lll.tra-violet light falls en a spark gap the 

resistanee to the .tl.Gw ot electricit7 across the gap is decreased. 'l'his 

discovery was accidental frGDl tlle standpoint that it was 11Dplannect. At 

the time of the 41scovery he was experimenting with electnmagnet.ie waves 

that were produced b7 means ot a spark gap and. detected by an adjae•t 

gap. To aid him 1n his observations he hacl enclosed his detecting appara-
. . 

tus in a black beat and tGlUld: that th•' paasag~ of the spark across tnia 
·:'• 

gap would not occur until he had reduced the distance bet.ween the points. 



li'lowing that a spark emitted ul.tra-vi.olet light he concluded that the 

light c<Ding from the spark of the generatGr and. faJJ1ng on the temi

nals ot the deteetor aade passage et the spark easier. 

A year lat.er Ballwaehs toad. that negativeq charged metal loses 

its charge when ultra-violet. ligbt falls en it~ nt no ebservable effeet 

is detected when ordinary light falls on the metal. He also noted tut 

a positive charged metal uderwaat no change in the presence of ultra

violet. light. He then eonelud.ed that ions mu.st be anitted :trcm bodies 

1'bich lose charge when subjected. te light ot appropriate •velenpla a.ml 

also that these mu.st be negativeq charged ims. The discovery- of the 

eleetron suggested the b;ypothesis that the photoelectric effect 1a due 

to the liberation of electrons tr& the illsd.nated •terial. This 

bnethesis was contirmecl by Lenard who da:amstrated that the photoelectric-. 

discharge.is detleeted in a •petic field exactq as are cathode rays. 
- . - - - . . - - . . . - --· . ·- -· .. --· .. 

In 1900 Planck introduced the idea of quantum of energ., symbolized 

~ in el'd.er 'bo aq,lain the distl"ibuticm. of eners:, among the clitterent 

•velengths that anaaate fNm a black bod1' at different temperat~es. 

Bis }wpothesis states that radiatien is emitted or absorbed by Reh a 

body in whole quanta., lib.ere a quantum et energy is givm 1v' 

• - hv' 
.D -· 

(35) 

In 190S Einstein ad.e use ot Planck• s }Vpo'thesis to explain the 

photoelectric effect. According to Einstein the entire energy of a 

photon, hL ia given up to an electren in metal and this el.eetron leaves 

the metal with an 8111R1lt ot •era given bJ" 

(16) 
., 

where m is the mass ot the electron, v is its velecity, h is the Planck 

constant., I is t.he .frefpenq ot··the ,incident light, and w is the wrk 



function ot the metal. 

2. ExJ>etpental Procedure. The apparatus to be used tor measur

ing the Planck comstant h and the work f\mction of the metal w is shown 

in :Figure 3. 

to penr source V 

The aercur., vapor lamp K anits a number of characteriatie frequen

cies which are then absorbed., with the exoeption ot one., bJ' tile aeleetim 

tilter r. This radiation ot known intensity and. freflUenCJ" is allowed to 

tall on the cathode C ot the phetoeleetric cell ! llhich emits electrons 

that are dra• to the plate P as a result et the potential ditt ... ce Vi 

between c and P. The mil Ji ammeter A between C and P mes.eves the curren 

which is propertional to the mmber of eleetrons that reach P. 

This experiment is concerned with obtaining the maximnrn velocit7 

ot anitted electrons tor tw different frequencies of light. 

Wha'1 light Of lm01G frequ.enq !J. ta1J.e OD the e&thode e it will 

eause the lldJJiammeter A to register a tlow et current if the plate P 

is positive with respect to the cathode e. It the intensity of the 

light is kept constant it will bet~ that., as leg as the plate P is 



positive, the m1lJiammeter read.big is constant. As P is made negative 

with respect to C t.ke cun-ent threugh A will decrease and when P is made 

auffieientq negative no evrent is seen to flow through A. At this 

(17). 

where Yo-i 1• the potential difference t!Jat just stops the tlow of 

electrons between P and C, e is tke electronic eharge, and K1 is tke 

•x1wun kinetic enera ot the emitted electren. Using a clifterent in

tensity ot light it will be feud that V o-1 has the same value. It is 

therefore assumed that the kinetic enera ot the electrons leaving the 

cathode e de not exceed a JDUimam. value given by' equatien (17). 

Following the same procedure tor a frequency I2 there results 

Vo,-2e • ~ • ~· (la) 

It is now possible using equations (16), (17), and (l8) to solve 

tor the Planck constant h and .the work function w ·of the metal obtaining 

h • (Kl - '2)/(Xt - !2) (19) 

(20) 
.. - . . ~ -··. ' . . .. ~. 

BJ.aekwoocl, Osgoed., ancl B.uark (1959) give an excellent deseriptien 
_.,. 

of the photoelectric etteet on pages 71 through 90. Oldenberg (1954) 

discusses the above experiment en pages 79 through 92. 

3. EXperimental F,guipment. The equipaent necess&r7 to per.tom 

this experiment consists o.t a mernry vapor lamp, selection tilters, a 

photoelectric cell, a mieroampere meter, and. a suitahle power source. 

The mercur.r vapor lamp assembq can be obtained frcn the Central Scienti

fic Co. (1961) fGr approximai.eq $120.00. This ecmsists et a suitable 
·- . ' 

support;, filter holder, and condensing lens 8J'&tem. SUitaltle selection 



filters for this experiment can be obtained fNm Lqbold. (1958) tor ap-

proximatell' t7.C>G each. Photoelectric cells V&'J7in pric; fr~ 110~00 
- - . ., -· -· 

to IS0.00 and ean l)e ohta.ined &an &JV'~ the canpa.nies that sup~ 

schools with scientific apparatus. The power suppq suggested in .... 

periaent I will be satisfacto?"T as a power sQVCe. It is also possible 

to "Q.Se batteries as a power seurce. 

EXCITATION AND IONIZATION OF ATOMS BY ELmfflONS 

l. Discussion. Free atoms are uualq in their lowest enera 

states or normal states. If the atans are to emit radiation it is 

necessar.y that thq be raised to some higher energy level er state. It 

in the process of being raised to a higher state electrons are gained 

or lost the atom ia said to be ionized. On the other hand it no elec-

trons are gained or lost the atom is said to 'be in an excited state. 

The spectral lines observed from the radiated lig)ilt ef atau is due to 

the rise or fall of electrons in going from the •e state te the other. 

If the atom does not c:bange its state, no spectral lines are -observed, 

CB the other hand it the lines are intense this is an indication. that 

JDalV atoms are changmg their energy states. The stronger or brighter . 

lines are due to the great.er frequency of transition tNm one state to 

the ether. 

The .trequen.e7 ot the aa1t'ted radiation tor :b;ydrogen. an ":IQ'drogen 

like" ions can be calculated from the following formula 

; - z2a<l/nr2 - J./Dt2> en> 
where v is the wave number, Z is the atomic mmber, R 1.s the Rydberg 

constant, and Df and. ~ are the final and initial energy states of the 



atom. For an explanation of the developn.ent ot (21) see pages 20.5 

through 215 in Semat (1958). 

A. convenient. way to excite atoms is by the bombardment of the ataas 

with eleetrons. The 'bombarding electron must have kinetic energy at 

least as great as the energy required to raise the atom from one energy 

state to the next. This type of experitn~t •s first successflll.q 

carried out by Franck and Berts in 1914. In 1922 Foote., Meggers, and 

Mohler made a detailed stuq of this phenomena using sodim and potas-

sium vapor. 

2. !!R•rimental Procedve. For this ·experiment it is necessary to 

have an evacuted tube containing a mall quantity of sodiWll vapor. Thia 

tube contains a tilam.ent F., a grid G, and a plate P., connected as shown 

te spec\roscope 

-- ~- - __ ; F 
:P 

to 
power. a 

~C::.J---~ 
supJ>]¥ 

Electrons leave the heated filament P and are accelerated toward 

the gri<l G b;y a difference et potential E. It is to be noted that the 

plate P and gricl G are at the same potential. Therefore the veloeit7 of 
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the emitted. eleat.rons bet.ween G and.Pis uniform. The kinetic energy 

ot the electrons ot charge e and mass m traveling with uniform velocity 

vis given by 

(22) 
.. 

When the potential d.i.tterenee between F and G is approximateq 

2.l volts a 7ellow light is observed between G and. P. Ile radiatiea is 

observed. prior to this potential difference assUlling that the potential 

is constantq being increased. It is to be observed that the potential 

difference is regulated by' the rheestat R.. It tbis light is exam1ned 

with a spectrograph it is tolUld to consist ot the sodium rescmanee lines 

oaJ¥. It is known. that the rescmance lines are produced. when an atom is 

raised trom its normal state to nm higher energy state and then returns 

to its nonnal. state anitting characteristic lines. It is concluded traa 

this that the atam are in an excited. state as a result of the bcabard-

ment of elect.N>Ds and ret111'B to the nomal state causing the emission of 

the 7ellw light. This means that the energy of the electren mst be at 

least equal to the quantum ot enera. corresponding to the sedium D lines. 

The •velength of this line is Ccmplltelil !rem 

Be - he/~ (23) 

where h 1s the Planck constant~ e is the velocity et light; and. is the 

emitted wavelength. Calculaticma give S8'8 AO for the •velength which 

agrees favorable w.lt.h the wavelength et the sodium D line. For an ex

planation and developaent et formulas (22) and (23) see Semat (1958). 

It the petent.ial difference is increased to apprm.mateq 4 volts 

the color ot the light anitteci changes, indicating that additional 

spectral lines are being produced. Ot,her lines will appear at a poten

tial d:l.t.terence ot 4.4 volts am 4.4 volts. Whc the potential titter-
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ence is increased to 5.4 volts iaizat.ion takes place. This is indicated. 

b7 the large increase ot eurrent as indicated by the galvanometer M. 

The oeeurrence or the entire optical spectrum or sodium is explained 

by the fact that the energy ot the bombarding el.ectrons is suob as to 

remove eJ.ectrons tram the sodium atom and. these e1ectrons in turn may 

return to any level thus causing the emission or the complete spectrum. 

It is well to point out here that selection rules have been established 

tor the transitions or electrons from one state to the other and. those 

forbidden by the rules have little chance et occuring • 

.3. Experimental F§ipment. A particularly satis.tactor.r gas filled 

helium tube tor this experiment is available traa F.aling Corporation (1959) 

at $90.oo. A sirni Jar apparatus utilizing a mercurr tilled tube is avail-

able from Leybold (1958) at $7().00. Each tube w.Ul require as additional 

equipnent a variable power supply which may be batteries and rheostat or 

a power suppq unit such as recommended in Experiment I; a gaod high 

resistance voltmeter such as utilized in Experiment I; a current sensi

tive galvanometer capable or measuring very l.ow currents. With the 

Ley'bold tube an RCA vacuum tube mieroanmeter at a price of 1100.00 has 

been .found to work well. A less sensitive and therefore less expensive 

meter should work with the EaJing apparatus. 

Light intensities radiated !ran the Le)"beld tube are probabq too 

low to observe but one should be able to observe the appearance o:r 

spectral lines with the F.al.ing tube. Sane type of spectroscope or spec

trometer would or course be necessary. 



RANGE er ALPHA PARTICLES 

1. Discussion. The alpha particle is one ot the radiations 

given ott b7 radioactive atoms. The different t7Pes of radiation can 

be distinguished by their penet.rating pewer and also by their differ-
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ant respmses in the presence of eleetric anci magnetic field.a. R'llther

ford and Ro,ds were the first to prne conclusiveq that the alpha 

particle was a cloubJ.T ionized helilDll atom. higer in an attempt to de

tect a single alpha parUcle developed the well knotm Geiger C)ounter 

which is an fflr8Jleq sensitive instram.ent tor determining the amount of 

radioactive radiation givea off b7 sane atams. 

fhe determination of e/m for the alpha particle 118.S an important 

step in elucidating its nature. The principle of the method used by 

btherford and Robinson is identical to the mnhod discussed in Ezperi-
. . . 

ment II. For this type ot experiment a source of homogeneous alpha par

ticles is necessa17. An interesting method tor obtaining this homogene

ous· source is discussed by Tolansq (194,) on page 2.32. !his method con-
~- - I 

sists of exposing a wire for acne time to radon. This results in an 
. -

active deposit et Ba A, la B, and Ra Con the wire. The'decq p¢ods of 

these are such that after a short time alpha particles are emitted .trcm 

t.h.e wire by Rat~. This then conetitutes the homogenecn.s alpha source. 

2. p::perimental Procedure. In this . section tw methods will be 

discussed tor determining the range of alpha particles. This in no 97 is 

meant to imp~ that these are the mlT ways. 

a. Me1;hod 1. The tirst method for measuring the range of tae alpha ----
particle uses a Wilson cloud chamber eoataining a gas lftlcb as )vdrogen, 



nitrogen., or air. The apparatus, see Figure 5, consists essentialq ot 

a cylinder e, cOBtaining a suitable gas saturated with water vapor, a 

movable piston P, a viewing window W, and an alpha source A. A light 

source is also provided at one side to give ample illumination. When 

the piston is rapi.dq l.owered the decreased air :pressure in the qlinder 

results in supersaturation of the water vapor. Arq ions present in the 

cylinder will cause condensation 0f the water on them in the tom et 

small droplets. These droplets are then easil7 seen through the window 

at the top of the cylimier. 

I e A =-~ te light 
w I 

I 

I p 

When a seurce et alpha particles is introduoed at A their movement 

through the qlinder w.tll cau.se ionization of the gas. These ions in 

turn, when the cylinder is rapidly- lowered, w.Ul have small dNplets of 

water oondmce on them and the passage ot the alpha particl.es through 

the cylinder is then seen as a collection of droplets ot •ter called 

tracks. These tracks in general are straight- lines and their lengths 

determine the en.-a ot the alpha particle indirectq by shewing its 

range which is easiq' measurable. 
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b. Method z.. The second method tor determining the range ot alpha 

particles in a gas is to measure the ionization produced in the gas at 

different distances from the source of the alpha particles. This method, 

see Figure 6, is due tow. H. Bragg. A D&rrei)W beam et alpha particles 

is formed by allowing the radiation tram a suitable source L to emerge 

from. a small aperture in a lead box. Two metallic grids G and Gt, 

L 

to electNmeter 

Figure 6 

parallel and clese to each other form an ionization chamber. The current 

between these grids, measured by an electrcmeter, is proportional to the 

intensity of the ionization produced between them by the alpha particles. 

The souree is so adjusted that it ean be moved towarti, Qr away from the 

griGl.s and by this means the amount of ioni;zation produced at eveey point 

of the alpha particle path can be measured. It is al.so possible to keep 

the source fixed and vary- the gas pressure within the ionization chamber. 

A graph., see Figure 7, shows the range R of the alpha.particle versus 

the amount of ionization I as measured by the electrometer. 
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I 

R 

0 1 2. 4 cm 

Figure 7 

It is to be noted that tor the greater part of the range the icmiza

at.im current is almost constant., while the latter part or the range in

creases and comes to a peak. This peak at the end or the range is due to 

an increase in the ettieiency ct the ionization ot the gas by the slower 

moving alpha particles. 

Descriptions of these experiments., as well as others, can be found 

in Semat (1958) on pages 312 through 319, in Tolanslcy' (1949) on pages 

231 through 253, and in RichtlQ'er, Kennard., and Lauritsen (195S) on pages 

433 through 449. 

3. Experimental Eguipment. Method l requires the use ot a cloud 

chamber which ean be obtained from The Welch Scientific Company (1961) 

in a range ot prices trcm $18.25. The elou4 chamber comes complete 

with rad.ioa.etive source included. This piece of apparatus ean also be 



used to ohserv-e beta particle tracks as well as the alpha tracks. 

Method 2 requires the use of some form of electroscope such as the 

Wolf EJ.ectroseope made by" Leibold (19S8) for apprmdmat~ $80.oo. 

2, 

Probably the most efficient form. ot apparatus te use is some type 

or alpha particle detector such as a scintillatiom counter and scalar. 

While this apparatus is quite expensive it is extremaq fierl'ble and can 

be adapted to many other types of experiments 1n the ph7sics laboraterr 

such as measuring the halt life of a radioactive substance and the in

verse sq_uare law for gamma radiation. Satisfactor., qstems ot this type 

are available at prices ranging upwards trom $4.oo.oo. See tor example 

the 1961 Central Scientific COl'llp&lV' catalog. 

ENmGY DISTRIBUTION OF BETA PARTICL!S 

l. Discussion. The beta rays given ott by some radieactive sub

stances was soon found to consist et rapidl.7 moving electrons. The 

Curies were the first to show that some radioactive substances give ott 

negative particles more penetrating than the alpha particle. Becquerel 

in 1899 found that these particular rqs were easilT defiected in a mag

netic tieid. This deflection indicated that these beta rays were charged 

particles. In Becquerel• s experiment the beta rays were allowed to 

emerge from a slit and after being defiected by a magnetic field to tall 

on a photographic plate. It was observed that a brC>ad bancl on the plate 

ha4 been 'blackened by the rays rather than a narrw band which would be 

the case it the beta particles all had the same en.era. 'l'bis •s an 

indication that the ener9 ot the.particles •s variable. Those wit.h 

less energy travel.illg the shorter path while those with gi-eater energy 



traveled the longer path. This is a point of great interest. It is to 

be noted that alpha. particles are emitted with constant energy as indica

ted by their range and. discussed in Experiment v. 
The nature of the charge carried by the beta particle was demon

strated in a very- simple way. The beta ray particles were allowed to 

fall on a lead. plate connected to an electroscope. The particles were 

absorbed by the plate and gave up their charge which was shown to be 

negative. Becquerel made approximate e/m measurements for the beta 

particle and shortly thereafter Kaufmann ma.de exact measurements using a 

similar process to that described in Experiment II. It was thus detinite

q confirmed that the beta ray was really an electron. 

The continuous bet.a ray spectrum., so called because or the variable 

velocities of the emitted electrons., is opposed to the idea of sharpq 

defined energy levels. It is known that the energy levels of the nuclei 

are sharpJ.T defined. How then is it possible for the beta particles to 

have this variable energy? This dilemma was tentatively solved by Pauli 

in 19.31 who postulated that with every beta emission there was also 

another particle that was emitted at the same time with such energy that 

the total emission of the two particles was constant as regards their 

energy. This particle., the neutrino• has recent~ been detected.. See 

for example pages .318 and .319 in Blackwood.., Osgood., and Ruark (1959) in 

which the detection or the neutrino is discussed. 

2. Experimental Procedure. The experiment suggested here to 

determine the energy of the emitted beta particles is similar to that 

first performed by Becquerel using the apparatus shown in Figure 8 (Se 

mat., 1958). The beta source C is shielded from the Geiger counter G by 

a lead block. The beta rays must pass through the two shielding slits 
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Lead 0 

G 

to detect~r

Figure 8 
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to pump 

D and D• before being detected. A. magnetic field perpendicular to the 

paper eauses the beta particles to bend and some will enter the counter 

at o. The number of beta particles entering O is then determined by the 

Geiger counter G. The magnetic field intensity H is then varied and 

the number of beta particles entering O is redetermined.. This process 

is continued until no beta particles enter o. With the data· thus ob

tained. it is possible to determine the energy of the particles • 

. The. path or the beta particles in the magnetic field is given by 

.· ·· .. R i=o mv/eH, (24) 

where R is the radius ot the path, :mis the mass of the electron., v:·,is 

the velocity of the electron, H is the strength of the magnetic field, and 

e is the charge of the electron. All quantities except v and R are lmown 

and since R is easily measured the velocity v can be easil1' calculated. 

It a photegraphie film is used as the detecting agency in place of 

the Geiger counter it will not be necessary to vary the magnetic f'ield 

intensity-. By observing the blackness of' the film and using formula (24) 



it is pessible to determine the energy ot the beta particles as a tnnc

tion ot their velocity. 

3. Experimental Equi:pnent. This experiment on the determination 
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of the energy distribution of beta particles is somewhat more exacting 

than that for alpha particles. The piece of apparatus suggested by 

Figure Sis not available as a standard piece ot equipnent. It is pessi

ble, however, to build this piece of apparatus in the school shop. It 

would of course be necessary to consider the strength of the magnet avail-

able before commencing construction ot this apparatus in order that the 

dimensions ot the chamber would be ad.equate. The magnet is a standard 

item and so is the vacuum pump needed. It a film is used as the detect

ing agency it would be necessary to have some form of densitometer to 

determine the degree or blackness of the film. Suitable densitometers 

can be obtained tor this purpose from any photo suppq stere in the 

neighborhood of #30.00. A suitable Geiger counter as the detecting 

agency is available from the Central Scientific Company (1961) for 

approximately $50.00. 

EXPERIMENT VII 

INVERSE SQUARE LAW FOR GAMMA RADIATION 

l. Discussion. The gamma ray is the third type of radiation given 

off 1,y some radioactive substances. Gamma rays were discovered some time 

alter the existence of alpha and beta rays had been established. The 

outstanding property et gamma ra;ys is their extreme penetrating power and 

their lack of response in electric or magnetic fields. The fact that 

gamma rays have an extreme penetrating prepert.y suggested that they were 

of the same nature as X-rays and this has subsequentq been confirmed. 
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Gamma rays are now known to be very short electromagnetic waves. 

Since the gamma ra7 can be very imjurious, ·due to its high penetra

tion, experiments with this source are vecy- limited in a high school 

class. The experiment suggested, however, does not use a gamma. source ot 

any potential danger. 

2. Experimental Procedure. For this experiment it is necessary to 

have a suitable gamma souree, measuring stick, and detecting device. A 

convenient detecting instrument is the Geiger counter which indicates 

quite readily the amount ef radiation given off by radioactive substances. 

The purpose or this experiment is to show that the intensity of 

radiation is proportional to the square of the distance from the source. 

This is readily determined by measuring the intensity of radiation at 

different distances from the gamma source as determined by the Geiger 

counter. The data thus obtained is plotted on a graph, the intensity of 

radiation versus the square of the distance from the source. Thia should 

result in a straight line showing that 

I• kS2 (25) 

where I is the intensity ot the gamma rays, Sis the distance from the 

gamma source, and k is the proportionality constant. 

3. Experimental J!lguipment. An electroscope., s11eh as the Wolf 

Electroscope suggested in Eltperiment V, would be satisfactory as the 

detecting agency for determining the intensity of the gamma radiation. 

A Geiger counter, such as suggested in Experiment VI., would also be sat

isfactory as the detecting agency as would be the scintillation counter 

and scalar. A suitable gamma source can be obtained from The Welch 

Scientific Compaey- (1961) for approximate~ $2.00. 
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EXPERIMENT VIII 

MEASUREMENT OF HALF LIFE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 

1. Discussion. For every radioactive element the rate ot emission 

ot alpha, beta, or gamma particles is directly proportional to the mass 

of the substance originali1' present. This would indicate that the atoms 

do not effect each other in promoting the emission ot particles. This 

constant emission of particles results in the decay of the original sub-

stance. By measuring the gradual decrease in the particles emitted it 

is possible to determine the rate or decay of the radioactive substance. 

By half life is meant the time that it takes a radioactive substance 

to lose one halt of its mass through emission of alpha., beta., or gamma 

particles. Repeated experiments with radioactive materials show that the 

rate of decay f'or any particular substance is constant. The half life 

of radioactive elements may be as short as 3 x w-7 seconds in the case 

ot Thorium C' and as long as 4 x 1012 years in the ease ot Rhenium. The 

decay or radioactive substances may be represented by 

N •Ne-kt (26) 
0 

where H0 indicates the number of at001s present when the time tis zero, 

e is the base of natural logarithms, k is a constant tor the particular 

radiea.ctive substance and His the number of' atoms present a~er a time t. 

To determine the half lite of any radioactive substance it is onl.7 neces

sary to know the decay constant k. In equation (26) if N is set equal to 

Nof2 and tis set equal to T then 

T • O.o9J/k, (27) 

where T represents the half life of the radioactive substance whose 

decay constant is k. It is to be noted that it is impossible to determine 
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when arq one panieular atom will decay as radieaet.ive decay follows 

the laws of chance. Also to he noted is the taet that M0 does not enter 

into equation (2?) tor the halt lite. 'l'heretere '1' does not depend upon 

the quantity ot the original substance present. Also the measur•eat 

ot Tis not attected b7 the etficieney of the counting device used to 

measure the radiations occuring since the device measures a small but 

fixed percentage ot all disintegrations. 

3. E.gerimental Procedure. A standard experiment in radioactive 

decay is the measurement ot thoriwa emailation. In this experiment the 

quantity ot the radioactive element is me~sured DY' its activity. This 

is done by allowing the thorilillll radiation to enter the condenser of an 

ionization chamber and then charging the condenser eveey 15 seconds to 

its initial potential difference and. measuring the rate ot discharge b7 

observing the leaf of an electroscope. 

The data thus obtained is plotted. on. a graph., see Figure 9., in which 

the time is pletted versus the natural log or the activity. The natural 

log of the activity is used tor tw reasons. First ot all this results 

in a straight line graph rat.her than a curve., second., it is possible to 

cover a much wider range than could be represented 'by a linear scale. 

Log 

Activity 

1.s 

1.0 ~· 

o.s 

l 3 Time (minutes) 

- Figure 9 



It is to be noted that the decay constant k represents the recip

rocal ot the time during which the activity N decreases to the tracti<>n 

l/ e of its initial value. 

A discussion 0£ the above experiment and development ot formulas 

(26) and (27) can be found in Oldenberg (1954) on pages 276 through 279 • 
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.3. Experimental Eguipnent. The W. M. Welch Company (1961) otters 

an emanation electroscope tor $60.00 that contains the necessary radio

active sotU'ce for performing this experiment. With this pieee of equip

ment it is possible to determine the halt life of thoron to within two 

seconds. This apparatus may be stored with out disassembl.1' and is non

hazardous. 

The Wolf electroscope, mentioned in Experiment V, would also be 

satisfactory. It would. also be possible to monitor the decrease in 

activity with a scintillation counter and scalar as mentioned. in Ex

periment V. 



CHAPT.ER. III 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments that. appear in this study are not OJU1' basic to 

the understanding of med.em pqsics, but have been chosen with the aware

ness that safety must be the prime consideration in the high scho&l elass. 

It should 1i>e noted that experiments dealing with X-rays and other phases 

ot modern phy'sics that could well be hazardous to the begimtlng student 

in this field of study have not been chosen. This in no way.implies that 

such experiments are not vital, but it is telt that they might well be 

put of£ for the college years. 

Although the high sehoel pqsies course must cover a great deal of 
. . 

material it is possible to devote time to experimental atanic pJv'sics. 

It should 'be possible for the high school pb1'sics class to understand and 

duplicate the experiments discussed. in this study. 

·. There is no question that the cost of experimental apparatus in 

this field is expensive when compared to apparatus usecil. tor J1UUV' ot the 

traditional experiments in high school pb1'sics. However in this atomie 

age it is necessar.r for the student to bee•• acquainted as earq as 

possible with the basic eoneepts in this ever expanding tie1d. Whether 

the plJ1'sics student gees on te college to f'lirther his lm.nledge in this 

area should not be considereci a criteria for the acquisitim ot equip

ment. In this mod.em era all students should have a 'basic knowledge of 

modern p}vsics and the high sch00l elass should provide \his oppertunity 

for those interested. With a little thought and pl.arming it should be 
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possible, over a pericxl ot a tew;years, to obtain all or the apparatus 

mentioned in this report. 
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It should also be noted that the apparatus used in this field can 

also be adapted to laborator,- 1ff>rk in 'biology and chemistry. For ex

ample in the field ot biology absorption or radieactive substances by 

plants can be measured with the Geiger comter. Im the field of chem.s

try atomic phenomena is also studied and these experiments would be 

appropriate there. 
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